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September 30, 2016 was a special day for CICC as
the organization launched its Strategic Plan that
will guide CICC for the next five years.
County officials, partners and friends from the civil
society, the donor community and the Government
were present during the launch that took place at
the Bombolulu Workshop and Cultural Centre.
Fr Willybard Lagho, the chairman of the Board of
Trustees said the strategic plan detailed the CICC's
main strategies and priorities for the period 20152019.
“It presents our analysis of the context in which we
operate and the developments we anticipate. It discusses our unique approaches, reflects on the
emerging challenges and opportunities and details
the strategies we will use towards promoting peace,
security and development in the republic of Kenya”, he said
He observed that the key priorities would be the

enhancing religious tolerance, promoting conflict
resolution and environment protection, redressing
food insecurity, tackling
marginalization and enhancing civic education
and public participation in
governance.
The CICC would work
closely with members and
stakeholders to meet the
objectives of the plan., he
said.
He identified the strategic
objectives of CICC in the
strategic period as:1. To improve public participation for accountable
and people- centered governance.
2. To reduce economic
marginalization by
strengthening faithcentered environmental
stewardship for increased
food security in the republic of Kenya.
3. To promote and sustain
a harmonious and peaceful
co-existence between communities
Contd….pg 5
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Religious leaders sensitized to counter
online radicalization

Religious leaders
agreed on ways to
guide and teach
people about
religious teachings
and correct
interpretation of
religious scriptures.

On 15th November, 2016 a group of
40 religious leaders and community
elders gathered at Midview hotel in
Nyali and discussed online radicalization and countering violent extrem-







ism organized by Coast Interfaith
Council of Clerics-Trust.
This was an effort to train the clerics
on the use of internet and social media in order to reduce the high running range of online radicalization .
Rosaline Serem, an IT consultant
conducted the meeting. She facilitated on ways of identifying and analyzing contents in different websites.
Left: Religious leaders
undertaking an online
training at Midview
hotel (Nyali).
Right: Bishop Selel
addressed a meeting
with community elders
to discus CVE.
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 Create a web-based platform addressing questions that youth
have about religions.
 Produce short videos addressing
key extremist and philosophical
questions about religious teach-
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ings.
Monitor and teach the community on
how to use social media to positively
contribute to counter radicalization.
Encourage authorities to review and
update their curricula on media literacy, considering violent extremism
as part of their instructions on child
safety issues and develop training
resources for teachers.
Increase the amount of online tracing offered to the members of law
enforcement and intelligence agencies .

“Peace cannot be kept by force; it can
only be achieved by understanding”
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Countering violent extremism through
women’s eyes
CICC improves effort to mainstream gender in CVE
The traditional roles ascribed to women in many societies, such as wife, mother, and nurturer, empower
them in some instances to challenge extremist narra-

“Peace,

Strengthening the role of
religious women leaders
CICC is establishing a women desk to address
topics that are specific to women, their role in
inter-faith dialogue and promoting peace, to
have a peer group and to give consultation.

tives and shape the home, education, and social envi-

security and

ronments to make extremism and violence a less desirable option.
However, the role of women and girls in countering

stabilization

violent extremism remains extremely low within

Each member organization has appointed two
representatives and the group is meeting
monthly. The first joint activity was an workshop on interfaith exercises , where experiences of what brought them together were shared.

Muslim, Christian, Hindu and Traditional African

project

religions.
Nonetheless, women and girls form a significant por-

background

tion of faithful among religious congregations as well
as victims of radicalization and recruitment into violent extremism.

”

From a study undertaken by CICC on the role of

women in countering violent extremism, the organization learnt that the fight against violent extremism
at the coast has been made a men’s agenda.
The women have been left out on consultations that
seek to address violent extremism. This is despite the
fact that they have good information which they gather from their husband and youth that can be used in
detecting early signs of radicalization and appropriate
Right: Women
keenly listen at a
counter radicalization Forum at
Swalihina Mosque
in Kisauni

interventions.
This has made it possible for recruiters to target

women since they are viewed as weak and innocent.
To guard against this and involve women in CVE, the
CICC organises forums in which they train women to
counter violent extremism.
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In the last quarter, county meetings with CICC
officials from counties and sub-counties in
Tana-River (Hola), Kwale (Ukunda) and
Mombasa took place. The objective of the
meetings was to identify current conflict issues, reflect on the strengths and weakness of
CICC and give recommendations for an improved collaboration, implementation and
communication as well as to come up with
activities for the various sub-counties.
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CVE in Lamu and Tana river Counties

“Thematic
area for

countering
violent
extremism”

Top: Aerial view of
Lamu island
Right: Fishing is the
backbone of the
economy in Lamu

Unemployment, poverty and political
marginalization are contributing to
the radicalization of Kenya's youth; a
situation that must be addressed
through economic empowerment and
inclusive policies.
Youth in especially in Lamu and Tana River counties, have expressed
personal issues around issuance of
identity cards and lack of a sense of
belonging as important underlying
factors in driving them toward radicalization and extremism. Sociocultural factors such as marginalization, racism and social exclusion are
abound.
There is lack of a sense of belongingness; the tensions of multiple cultural
allegiances and loyalties; rebellion
against family or community norms;
the yearning for cultural and religious
authenticity; and the need for approval and attention, particularly for those
whose fractured self-esteem or sense
of self-worth makes them strive to
feel like a ‘somebody’ rather than a
‘nobody’.
The perceived injustice on the Ormas
and Bajunis are fertile grounds to
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exploit the alleged
frustrations and injustices committed
against the groups.
Thus, the youth become vulnerable to
easy
ideological
teachings by these
perceived seniors in
the society.
And it’s because of
this issues, Muslim
areas in coastal Kenya in particular are
areas targeted by alShabab for recruitment For
Countering Violence Extreme
and promotion of social cohesion, CICC proposes to undertake the following intervention:
By offering youths something
that makes them dream, of a
life of significance through
struggle and sacrifice in comradeship. Exploring
what dreams may come from
most
current government policies that
offer promises of comfort and
security.
Young
people
will not
choose
to sacrifice everything,
including their
live, just
for material re-

wards.
Research shows
that offering material rewards or punishments may
only push truly “Devoted
Actors” to greater extremes.
The adoption of offering
youth a positive personal
dream, with a concrete
chance of realization, they
succeed by providing opportunities for personal
engagement, where people
have an audience with
whom they can share and
refine their grievances,
hopes and desires.
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CICC keen to counter enemy within

“Thematic
area for

countering
violent
extremism”

As the risks of terror attacks
and radicalization continue to
rise in Kenya, the Coast and
North Eastern regions remains at a significant risk vulnerable in propagating these
ideologies.
For a long time the two regions have served as breeding
grounds for the supply of candidates to radicalization who
fight in Somali and other Middle East countries. A number
of villages and locations within the coast region have been
identified as breeding grounds
for such hostile cells.
Only recently have the perpetrators started to venture into
the interior of Kenya for recruitment of youths.
The activities of these extremist perpetrators have resulted
into growing cells of extremist’s individuals and groups
who have executed terror attacks within and outside the
coast region.
Dealing with the enemy within has been a great challenge
for Kenya compared to the
great success reported in her
fight against Al-shabaab in
Somalia.
There has been a marked increase in the number of youth
drawn to extremism as evidenced by rising recruitments
and terrorist attacks in various
parts of the country and reemergence of radical groups
such as the Mombasa Republican Council (MRC) and other growing sub groups like
Wakali Kwanza in Kisauni,

Mombasa County and
Wajukuu wa Bibi in
Ng’ombeni (Kwale county) who steal and even
rape old women.
With the presence of local extremists and foreign
radical preachers who
import the radical ideology to the country persuading the youths has
been made easier.
This poses new challenges in countering violent
extremism in the light of
the many others who
have joined Al-Shabaab.
It also underlines the fact
that the nature and patterns of violent extremism have changed from a
threat primarily emanatFrom page 1
…… through the use of
interfaith dialogues, intercultural dialogues, nonviolent and faith based
approaches.
4. To strengthen programmatic effectiveness, institutional systems and financial security.
Fr Lagho said the plan
was conscious of the new
political and constitutional dispensation in Kenya
which, through devolved
governance, created opportunities for increased

ing from Somalia to a
home-grown.
The CICC has been particularly keen to help
communities counter the
influence and effects of
violent extremism
through awareness creation and sensitization of
the dangers of violent extremism to communities.

citizen participation in
governance and leadership at the community
level, while at the same
time presenting challenges of intensifying inter
clan, interethnic, interreligious and intergenerational conflicts.
He observed that the
CICC was ready and willing and play a key role in
fostering peace amongst
all citizens of different
religious organisations.
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CICC fostering peace among religions

“Poor or inadequate
knowledge or religious
fundamental teachings
has made the youths
vulnerable to overtly
ideological message “

“Thematic
area for

countering
violent
extremism”

Women can be victims as well as perpetrators
of violent extremism as was witnessed in September 2016, when three women were killed
when they allegedly attacked the Central po-

lice station in Mombasa.

knowledge or religious fundamental teachings that make
youth vulnerable to overtly ideological messages that seek

to change their beliefs.
The messages also change their religious belief system

The three were said to have been armed with

and encourages them to move from beliefs that are gener-

knifes and petrol bombs when they attacked

ally moderate and mainstream, towards a violent interpre-

the police station.

tation of the scripture and the use of violence as a legiti-

According to reports, one of the women threw
a petrol bomb, while the other two stabbed
police officers. Police responded by shooting
the women, killing them on the spot.
Police keep
virgil at the
Central Police Station in
Mombasa

Such activity can be blamed on poor or inadequate

mate means to addressing perceived injustices.
Such misinterpretation of religious scriptures have made
youths easily incited to perform violent acts on religious
leaders, security agencies and security installations in the
name of religion.

The women were allegedly wearing bullet

The CICC has been in the forefront of bringing all clergy

proof vests, according to the police. Images

together regardless of religion to foster understanding and

from the scene showed bomb detector units

create peace amongst all religions.

checking the women's bodies for explosives.
Police later said one of the women was wearing a suicide vest that did not detonate.
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Key highlights in Countering Violent
Extremism
CICC takes to Radio to Counter Violent Extremism

“Thematic
area for

countering
violent
extremism”

CICC has been undertaking radio programmes which involve moderate
religious leaders on counter radicalization. CICC have been engaging one
local radio stations to air weekly topical talk shows on anti-radicalization
for a period of one month.
The discussions has been dwelling
mainly on peaceful coexistence correct interpretation of religious text
and strengthening of religious harmony in the coast and Kenya as a whole.
The talk show focuses on religious
commonalities as a platform to foster
peace, reconciliation and co-existence
in a multi-religious society. The call
in sessions allows the public to participate and contribute in the discussions. The audio CD on this is availed
at our websites for continued public
awareness.

Promoting peace and harmony at Lamu
Cultural Festival:
Jamii moja, Kenya moja!
This year, CICC had a tent at the Lamu
Cultural Festival, where staff and clerics
explained the work of CICC and the importance of inter-faith dialogue and peaceful coexistence. “Jamii moja, Kenya moja”
was the motto of the CICC, calling people
for unity and peace.
Apart from materials on civic education
and more information about CICC, Wristbands with the peace message were distributed and announcements through speakers
made. The tent had a suggestion box, for
visitors to give ideas about their idea for a
peaceful society and how to reach there.
Visitors included the Governor, various
officials from the county Government, civil society members and many interested
citizens.

Alshabab
militia
demonstrate their
lethal abilities in
Somalia
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CICC establishes reference centre
on CVE
CICC has established a functional
resource centre for referencing purposes for religious leaders and
scholars engaged in counter violent
extremism initiatives.
The resource centre will store valuable books, newsletters, reports, research findings and other materials
helpful in the CVE work. It is well
equipped with modern technology
necessary for online reading and
interactions.
This is a great asset to the region for
people to actively and continuously
sharpen their knowledge and skill in
CVE.

MISSION

About CICC
Coast Interfaith Council of Clerics is pur ely a
clerical organization whose membership is drawn
from mainstream religions operating at the Coast
region of Kenya.
The organization was formed in 2001 and is a faith
based trust organization that consists of the following member organizations:

·Supreme Council of Kenya Muslims
(SUPKEM)



·Council of Imams and Preachers of Kenya
(CIPK)



·Hindu Council of Kenya (HCK)



·The Catholic Church (KEC)



·The National Council of Churches of Kenya
( NCCK)



·The Evangelical Alliance of Kenya (EAK)



·The Organization of African Instituted Churches (OAIC)



· Africa Traditional Religions.

To develop a culture of peaceful co-existence
among the people of Coast region in a
dynamic, diversified and multi-religious
environment through interfaith dialogue.
CORE VALUES
i) Fear of God: CICC believes in and seeks
God's guidance and intervention in all its
endeavors.
ii) Non-partisanship:In all dialogue and
arbitration processes CICC remains unbiased.
iii) Religious tolerance: CICC accommodates
its members regardless of their religious
affiliations in line with its constitution. CICC
is not an institution for religious conversion.
iv) Integrity: CICC is committed to and
practices a culture of honesty, transparency,
accountability and professionalism.
v) Social responsibility: CICC supports
community-based initiatives that promote the

P.O. Box 40466—80100,

VISION

Mombasa—Kenya

To become the most reputable religious organization for promoting harmonious and peaceful coexistence of the people of Coast Region and beyond.
Towards enduring peace and liberty

www.cicckenya.org

Tel: +254-020-2684192
Office: +254 0726 752633
Email: cicc@swiftmombasa.com

